
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

NINE INCH NAILS FANS CREATE PROFESSIONALLY MIXED AND EDITED BLU-RAY OF NINE INCH NAILS' 
FINAL SHOW AS A PARTING GIFT

On September 10, 2009, Nine Inch Nails closed their "Wave Goodbye tour" with what has been touted as 
their final live performance – a blistering 3 and a half hour, 37 song set featuring a host of collaborations 
(Dave Navarro, Gary Numan, Dillinger Escape Plan) and rarely performed songs.

NIN: [after all is said and done] is the farewell gesture from the fans' perspective. Shot exclusively in 
High Definition and mixed in 5.1 surround sound, the film documents in full the raw energy of the final 
show of arguably the most influential and groundbreaking musician of our time.
 
Both audio and video footage was recorded by fans.  Over 1TB (dozens of hours' worth) of footage has 
been collected from 26 unique sources worldwide.  The production team, also comprised entirely of fans, 
have embarked on a mission to create a professional souvenir of the concert for their peers - fans who 
attended the show, and who wish to experience it for the first time.  
 
The team (dubbed A Tiny Little Dot) includes professional editors, audio engineers, color correctors, web 
designers, blu-ray authors, content creators, artists, and technical consultants, all of whom have 
volunteered their valuable time and services to this huge undertaking for free, and all of whom are avid 
NIN fans. 
 
NIN: [after all is said and done] has been described as a "labour of love" and will be offered to the public 
on a not-for-profit basis.  The end product will be available in a variety of formats, with packages 
ranging from free high quality downloads disseminated online to professionally printed and packaged 
deluxe multi-disc Blu-Ray and DVD sets, in keeping with the style of recent Nine Inch Nails releases.  
The 1080p content will be accompanied by an array of bonus content, and several as-yet unannounced 
features.
 

To learn more about the project and its team, visit: http://www.atinylittledot.com 

A trailer can be viewed at: http://bit.ly/AAISADtrailer 

For press queries, please contact project lead, Sasan Behnood at: synthetikz@gmail.com

  

  
looks amazing! Everybody, check out atinylittledot.com 

- Dave Navarro (of Jane’s Addiction), twitter  

 
This looks REALLY good...bravo 

- Justin Meldal-Johnsen (Nine Inch Nails, Beck, Macy Gray), twitter   

It gives me chills... it was amazing… thank you from the bottom of my heart.

- Nicole Alvarez, KROQ   

The trailer is great. Wait till you see it. 

- Alex Gamble, Founder, ThisOneIsOnUs  

  

Goosebumps, that's all I gotta say. Outstanding trailer. Words don't do it justice.

Gave me the chills! 

The trailer is amazing. I was pressed up against my desk as if it were a rail and may or may not have 
shed a tear 

- Nine Inch Nails Fans, twitter (#AAISAD)
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